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Unveiling the Face: The Heavenly Counterpart
Traditions in Joseph and Aseneth*
Andrei A. Orlov

Department of Theology, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI

Introduction
From one of the Manichaean psalms we learn that in the final moments of his life Mani was beholding his
heavenly double with “eyes of light.”1 This was not the only encounter this Syrian visionary had with his upper
celestial identity. The Cologne Mani Codex tells us that the heavenly counterpart first manifested himself to
Mani at the age of twelve and he continued his visits, to assist with revelations, until Mani’s death. In several
texts Mani’s celestial alter ego is designated as a spirit and even called the Paraclete,2 the same title the Holy
Spirit bears in the Fourth Gospel. The conception of the adept’s heavenly correlative also appears in several
early Christian accounts, including the Shepherd of Hermas, Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta ex Theodoto, and
Aphrahat’s Demonstrations. Similar traditions can be found in early heterodox Christian accounts, including the
Gospel of Thomas, Pistis Sophia, and various apocryphal Acts of the Apostles.
Modern biblical scholars have long puzzled over the conceptual roots of this heavenly counterpart imagery,
wondering which religious milieus could have introduced it to mainstream and heterodox Christian literature. In
the second half of the twentieth century the traditions of the heavenly double received some scholarly attention
due to the discoveries of the Nag Hammadi library and the Dead Sea Scrolls as well as renewed interest in Jewish
and Muslim mystical trends.

The rise of Jungian psychology also played a part in invigorating fascination with the concept of a heavenly twin.3
Around that time the most original and advanced studies of the subject were by members of the Eranos
Seminar: a para-scholarly gathering4 inspired by the ideas of Carl Gustav Jung. Three distinguished participants
of the Eranos Seminar, Henry Corbin,5 Gilles Quispel,6 and Gershom Scholem,7 each made important
contributions to the topic in their respective fields of study. While Scholem and Corbin mostly concentrated on
the uses of the heavenly twin imagery in later Kabbalistic and Sufi materials, their younger colleague, Quispel,
focused on early Christian and Manichaean texts that are rife with vivid accounts of the heavenly alter egos of
the luminaries in these traditions.
The multidisciplinary investigations of the Eranos Seminar are landmarks in the field. The research methodology,
however, had its limits. While some Christian, Manichaean, Islamic, and later Kabbalistic materials were
scrutinized meticulously for the presence of the heavenly counterpart imagery, the early Jewish, especially
pseudepigraphical, accounts received considerably less or almost no attention. This study attempts to fill this
scholarly gap by concentrating on heavenly counterpart traditions in Joseph and Aseneth,8 a Jewish
pseudepigraphon in which the Doppelgänger imagery might be said to have reached its most advanced
development in the context of early Judaism.9

Heavenly Visitor
In recent years Joseph and Aseneth has received substantial attention from scholars. One important feature of
the text that sets it apart from other early Jewish visionary accounts is that the recipient of the revelation is a
female seer, Aseneth. She is depicted in the pseudepigraphon as a daughter of an Egyptian priest, who later
becomes the wife of the Jewish patriarch Joseph. In this greatly expanded version of the biblical episode,10
Aseneth undergoes a conversion and metamorphosis which turns her from a former idolater into a being who
will be fed on the heavenly bread of life.
Aseneth’s transformation comes to the fore in chapters 14–18 of the pseudepigraphon, which depict her
encounter with an angelic visitor, portrayed in the text as Joseph’s heavenly double. Jos. Asen. 14.2–10 reveals
the following depiction of Aseneth’s heavenly guest:
And Aseneth kept looking, and behold, close to the morning star, the heaven was torn apart and great
and unutterable light appeared. And Aseneth saw (it) and fell on (her) face on the ashes. And a man
came to her from heaven and stood by Aseneth’s head. And he called her and said, “Aseneth, Aseneth.”
And she said, “Who is he that calls me, because the door of my chamber is closed, and the tower is high,
and how then did he come into my chamber?” And the man called her a second time and said,
“Aseneth, Aseneth.” And she said, “Behold, (here) I (am), Lord. Who are you, tell me.” And the man said,
“I am the chief of the house of the Lord and commander of the whole host of the Most High. Rise and
stand on your feet, and I will tell you what I have to say.” And Aseneth raised her head and saw, and
behold, (there was) a man in every respect similar to Joseph, by the robe and the crown and the royal
staff, except that his face was like lightning, and his eyes like sunshine, and the hairs of his head like a
flame of fire of a burning torch, and hands and feet like iron shining forth from a fire, and sparks shot
forth from his hands and feet.11
In contrast to some other Jewish and Christian accounts, where the discernment of the heavenly counterpart
imagery sometimes requires substantial exegetical efforts, in Joseph and Aseneth the tradition of the celestial
alter ego is transparent as the heavenly visitor is said to be in the likeness of Joseph. In other words, the
mysterious guest is not merely Joseph’s heavenly correlative, but his celestial double.12 Some features and
attributes of Joseph’s Doppelgänger deserve our close attention.

Reflecting on the titles and functions of the heavenly man, scholars have noted similarities to the earthly
Joseph’s offices and roles. As one may recall, Joseph and Aseneth defines the angelic figure as commander in
chief of the heavenly armies. Celia Deutsch notices that this position corresponds to the office which “earthly”
Joseph is holding in Pharaoh’s court.13 The wardrobe and the insignia of Joseph’s heavenly counterpart also
mirror “earthly” Joseph’s accoutrement.14 Thus, the text tells us that the celestial man has “the robe and the
crown and the royal staff” like Joseph. In is noteworthy that in chapter 18 of Joseph and Aseneth the female
seer also receives exactly the same set of the Doppelgänger’s raiment15—the luminous robe, the golden crown,
and the scepter.16
Dale Allison brings our attention to some other important parallels between Joseph’s angelic double and earthly
Joseph by noting that
each character is in charge of his master’s kingdom (4:7; 14:8; 15:12; 21:21). Each bears the title archon
(1:3; 4:7; 14:8; 15:12; 20:9; 21:21). Each appears as a great heavenly light (6:2; 14:2). Each rides a chariot
and initially arrives from the east (5:4; 6:1; 17:7). Each, when he appears, causes Aseneth to tremble
with fear (6:1; 14:11).17
It is apparent that the celestial figure reflects features of several mediatorial figures prominent in early Jewish
lore. For example, it has been noted that in the portrayal of Joseph’s Doppelgänger one can detect the influence
of the Adamic currents, and possibly the tradition of the protoplast’s image. Kraemer notes that “the
designation of the angelic double of Joseph as Anthropos may point … to his association with the primal Adam,
who is himself the Image of the Divine and thus probably closely associated, if not to be identified, with the
Name-Bearing Angel.”18
The fiery features of Aseneth’s guest also recall the fiery transformation of the seventh antediluvian patriarch
Enoch into the supreme angel Metatron. Scholars previously reflected on the similarities between Aseneth’s
celestial visitor and Metatron, who often appears in Jewish lore as a celestial double of a human protagonist.19
Thus Kraemer observes that “a careful examination of the attributes of the angelic double of Joseph
demonstrates his affinity with numerous ancient angelic figures, particularly, although by no means exclusively,
that of Metatron, a complex figure known from orthodox rabbinic sources as well as from various Hekhalot
texts.”20 Several scholars have also noticed resemblances between Joseph’s double and the archangel Michael,21
who is responsible for changing Enoch’s garments in 2Enoch and is envisioned in some early Jewish and Christian
texts as the heavenly double of Melchizedek.
Some details in the peculiar interactions between the celestial visitor and Aseneth also deserve our attention.
The first important detail includes the angel’s actions during the adept’s change of garments.22 As in some other
Jewish and Christian Doppelgänger accounts, in Joseph and Aseneth the heavenly double appears to be assisting
in changing the garment of the initiate.23 Thus, in Jos. Asen. 14.12–15, the celestial visitor orders the female
adept to remove the defied garments of mourning and dress herself in a new linen robe:24
And the man said to her, “Proceed unhindered into your second chamber and put off your black tunic of
mourning, and the sackcloth put off your waist, and shake off those ashes from your head, and wash
your face and your hands with living water, ‘and dress in a new linen robe (as yet) untouched’ and
distinguished and gird your waist (with) the new twin girdle of your virginity. And come (back) to me,
and I will tell you what I have to say.” And Aseneth hurried and went into her second chamber where
the chests (containing) her ornaments were, and opened her coffer, and took a new linen robe,
distinguished (and as yet) untouched, and undressed the black tunic of mourning and put off the
sackcloth from her waist, and dressed in her distinguished (and as yet) untouched linen robe, and girded
herself with the twin girdle of her virginity, one girdle around her waist, and another girdle upon her

breast. And she shook off the ashes from her head, and washed her hands and her face with living
water. And she took an (as yet) untouched and distinguished linen veil and covered her head.25
Jos. Asen. 15.10 further elaborates this symbolic change of Aseneth’s wardrobe, hinting at the possibility that
her new attire might represent the garments of prelapsarian humanity. The angel’s words imply such a
possibility as he utters the following cryptic statement: “And now listen to me, Aseneth, chaste virgin, and dress
in your wedding robe, the ancient and first robe which is laid up in your chamber since eternity.”26

Becoming “Male”
Although it has been previously suggested that Aseneth might acquire her own celestial identity in the form of
heavenly figure called “Metanoia” (Μετάνοια), it is clear that the acquisition of the upper Self in the case of a
female adept is not entirely conventional and straightforward. One notable feature that assists our
understanding the novel mechanics of Aseneth’s acquisition of the heavenly double is a statement made by her
heavenly visitor in chapter 15, where he tells the Egyptian virgin that she can remove the veil from her head
because her head is now as a young man (ἡ κεφαλή σού ἐστιν ὡς ἀνδρὸς νεανίσκου).27 Jos. Asen. 15.1–2 reads:
And she went to the man into her first chamber and stood before him. And the man said to her,
“Remove the veil from your head, and for what purpose did you do this? For you are a chaste virgin
today, and your head is like that of a young man.” And Aseneth removed the veil from her head.28
But how is the newly acquired “maleness” of Aseneth related to the Doppelgänger lore? It is possible that the
transition to the identity of a male person signifies here the seer’s acquisition of the heavenly identity. In this
respect, it is instructive that in some heterodox Christian materials, the heavenly Self or guardian angel of a
human being was envisioned as a “male,” while its earthly counterpart was understood as a “female.” In these
conceptual developments, as Peter Brown points out, “the spirit of each individual was male to the random,
female soul. But even the spirit was female to the dominant guardian angel that hovered, as yet undiscovered,
close to it. Redemption took the form of a reunion with that guardian angel … [reestablishing] … the severed link
between the conscious person and its angel, a being that stood for the latent, truest self.”29
One of the specimens of such understanding can be found in Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta ex Theodoto
21:1, which preserves the following Valentinian tradition:
The Valentinians say that the finest emanation of Wisdom is spoken of in “He created them in the image
of God, male and female created he them.” Now the males from this emanation are the “election,” but
the females are the “calling” and they call the male: beings angelic, and the females themselves, the
superior seed. So also, in the case of Adam, the male remained in him but all the female seed was taken
from him and became Eve, from whom the females are derived, as the males are from him. Therefore
the males are drawn together with the Logos, but the females, becoming men, are united to the angels
and pass into the Pleroma. Therefore the woman is said to be changed into a man, and the church here
on earth into angels.30
Nonetheless, the concept of Aseneth’s Doppelgänger in our pseudepigraphon appears to be not as
straightforward as in the aforementioned Christian traditions with their tendencies to envision the upper Selves
of human beings as male figures. As one may recall, despite Aseneth’s paradoxal acquisition of a novel male
identity, her heavenly alter ego in the form of Metanoia will be clearly envisioned in our pseudepigraphon as a
female figure. It is also significant in that, unlike some of the other heavenly counterpart accounts, where
embodied alter egos are often present at the seers’ initiations, Metanoia herself is markedly absent at the scene

of initiation and instead it is Aseneth herself who receives knowledge about her female upper Self from the
mouth of a male Doppelgänger.
The acquisition of paradoxical maleness31 by a female seer potentially has a profound anthropological
significance, as it might hint at a peculiar way in which the eschatological restoration of fallen humanity will
inversely mirror its protological fall. Such an understanding relies on Jewish and Christian traditions in which the
division of the primordial androgynous humankind into two genders was understood as the “fall.”32 These
theories also postulate that in the eschatological time this original androgynous humanity again will be restored
and the human being will no longer be divided into a male and a female.33 Some early Jewish and Christian
traditions often understand this process of restoration as inversely mirroring the protological fall of
androgynous humankind in the eschatological time. Thus Eve, literally taken from Adam in the Graden of Eden,
will be incorporated into him in the end-time,34 and in so doing again becoming the “male.”35 In such a
perspective, and as with so many early Jewish accounts, eschatology is predestined to mirror protology. One
specimen of such an anthropological understanding is Logion 114 of the Gospel of Thomas, where Jesus tells
Simon Peter that he will make Mary a male:
Simon Peter said to them, “Let Mary leave us, for women are not worthy of life.” Jesus said “I myself
shall lead her in order to make her male, so that she too may become a living spirit resembling you
males. For every woman who will make herself male will enter the kingdom of heaven.”36
Reflecting on this passage, April DeConick notes that “Thomas seems to be referring to the Genesis story in
Logion 114 where Jesus states that woman must become ‘male’ in order to enter the Kingdom. Since Eve was
taken from Adam’s side, so she must reenter him and become ‘male’ in order to return to the prelapsarian state
of Adam before the gender division.”37 In this understanding, the female adept’s incorporation into the
Anthropos, represented here by Christ, returns her condition to the original protological mold, thus reversing
the gender separation of fallen humanity.38
It appears that in Joseph and Aseneth, one can discern a very similar dynamic of the unification of the female
adept with the heavenly Anthropos, who is portrayed in the text as the heavenly double of Joseph. Here, the
heavenly Joseph and his earthly bride, in the form of Aseneth, are predestined to become a new Adam and a
new Eve, who will restore humanity to their prelapsarian and possibly even pre-gendered unified state. Ross
Kraemer rightly observes that
the divine couple of Joseph and Aseneth restore the damage done by Adam and Eve, affording human
beings a means to return to their original angelic state and, indeed, acquiring precisely the immortality
that God feared Adam and Eve might acquire had they remained in Eden (Gen 3:22–24).39
It is also significant that the unification of the primordial couple here is executed through the process of a
nourishment overlaid with erotic overtones, when Aseneth’s heavenly visitor feeds the seer with a mysterious
honeycomb. The new Adam thus nourishes the new Eve with the food of angels. I have argued elsewhere that
such feeding with the heavenly food must be seen as a redeeming reversal of the nourishment with the
forbidden food by which the primordial couple lost its heavenly state.40 Kraemer observes that
Genesis 3.1–5 and following may be read (and, indeed, has been so read) to imply that Eve learned of
the forbidden fruit not from God directly but rather from Adam, and therefore, it is Eve’s disobedience
to her husband that leads to their shared mortality. By contrast, it is Aseneth’s obedience to the angelic
double of her husband, Joseph that obtains immortality for her. And although the masculine figure also
eats, thus formally reversing the actions of Adam and Eve, he is already an angelic being, and it is hardly
necessary for him to eat angelic food in order to receive immortality.41

We should now explore the account of the seer’s nourishment more closely.

Nourishment from the Heavenly Counterpart
In Joseph and Aseneth the protagonist’s unification with her Doppelgänger is executed in part through the act of
nourishment portrayed as her consumption of the mysterious honeycomb offered by the heavenly Anthropos.
This constellation of motifs where nourishment coincides with an acquisition of a celestial double appears to be
hinted at in some Christian texts as well. In Logion 108 of the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus says, “He who will drink
from my mouth will become like me. I myself shall become he.”42 It is reminiscent of a type of nourishment
where angelic food seems to be come from the mouth of the heavenly initiator, and is reflected in Joseph and
Aseneth through Aseneth’s double affirmation about the provenance of the honeycomb from the mouth of the
celestial visitor.43 Jos. Asen. 16.8–11 reads:
And the comb was big and white as snow and full of honey. And that honey was like dew from heaven
and its exhalation like breath of life. And Aseneth wondered and said in herself, Did then this comb
come out of the man’s mouth, because its exhalation is like the breath of this man’s mouth? And
Aseneth was afraid and said, “Lord, I did not have a honeycomb in my storeroom at any time, but you
spoke and it came into being. Surely this came out of your mouth, because its exhalation is like breath of
your mouth.”44
Andrea Lieber suggests that the provenance of the angelic food in Joseph and Aseneth, coming from the mouth
of the celestial being, has roots in the biblical manna traditions.45 In fact, in the Book of Deuteronomy, the
archaic manna tradition has already been reformulated in terms of an aural paradigm when the symbolism of
heavenly nourishment is juxtaposed with imagery of the word coming from the deity’s mouth. Thus, Deut 8:3:
“He humbled you by letting you hunger, then by feeding you with manna, with which neither you nor your
ancestors were acquainted, in order to make you understand that one does not live by bread alone, but by every
word that comes from the mouth of the Lord.”46 The unusual means of nourishment in Joseph and Aseneth
seems to be closely tied to the nature and the function of Aseneth’s heavenly guide who is portrayed in our text
as the Angel of the Name. Thus Kraemer argues that “it is particularly in the longer text that the angelic figure is
more closely aligned with the figure developed in other sources as the Name-Bearing Angel—the virtual double
of God.”47
The metamorphosis of Aseneth is profoundly affected by this means of nourishment. In fact, the text
demonstrates that the nature of the female seer was transformed by the ingestion of the divine Name. It is not
coincidental that such transformation is executed aurally, from the mouth of the angel of the Name to the
mouth of an earthly creature. As we remember the heavenly man, who bears some characteristics of the Angel
of the Name, puts the angelic food that originated from his mouth into the mouth of the female seer.
If in Joseph and Aseneth the human seer is indeed transformed by means of her ingestion of the divine Name,
such initiatory practice points to an important ancient trajectory. Other scholars have noted, for example, that
Aseneth’s partaking of the celestial food is reminiscent of certain ritual practices, through which cultic images
are given life by placing the divine Name in their mouths.48 These rituals are rooted in ancient Mesopotamian
and Egyptian49 animation ceremonies of cultic statues known as the rite of the “washing of the mouth” (mīs pî)
and the “opening of the mouth” (pīt pî).50 Some scholars have argued that these trends exercised a formative
influence on some later Hermetic51 traditions and Kabbalistic stories about the creation of the artificial
humanoid.52
In Joseph and Aseneth, the peculiar metamorphosis that is effected through the mouth of the celestial being is
replete with protological symbolism. These transformational accounts replicate the paradigmatic event of the

creation of humankind when the spirit of life was blown from the mouth of the deity into the mouth of the
lifeless human body molded from the dust of the earth.53 Such protological connections are highlighted in
Joseph and Aseneth when the angelic food, the honeycomb, is compared with the spirit of life. Through the
ingestion of the divine Name, then, Aseneth becomes in effect a “new Protoplast,” returning to the prelapsarian
condition of humanity.54 Such “vivifications” of the seers bring to mind later Jewish Golem legends in which the
lifeless body of the artificial humanoid becomes alive when God’s name is inserted into his mouth.55

The Ritual of the Bridal Chamber
The striking intimate routines, overlaid with erotic overtones, which occurred during the initiation of the seer by
her angelic visitor, bring us to another important symbolic dimension of Aseneth’s metamorphosis—the concept
of the bridal chamber.56 It is significant that Aseneth’s conversion and transformation unfold in the midst of her
preparation to become Joseph’s bride.57 Yet although the marriage between the Jewish patriarch and the
Egyptian maiden has not yet been consummated,58 the interaction between Aseneth and Joseph’s heavenly
double is laden with the peculiar actions usually only allowed to take place between married partners. Thus, the
heavenly Anthropos orders the female seer to be undressed and redressed, grasps her head with his hand,
speaks about her anointment,59 removes her veil, and later places the food from his mouth into the seer’s
mouth. It is also significant that the celestial Anthropos, in his own words, is in love with Aseneth’s heavenly
counterpart—Metanoia. All the actions of the angelic visitor in this regard suggest that although the physical
consummation between Aseneth and Joseph has not yet taken place, the spiritual counterpart of the act is
already unfolding in the form of the heavenly union between the female seer and Joseph’s heavenly
counterpart.60 It is therefore possible that here the earthly person and the heavenly being are forming a socalled “syzygia, the mysterium conjunctionis between a [human being] and his [or her] angel or transcendental
Self.”61 Although the concept of the bridal chamber has been preserved in its most articulated form in early
heterodox Christian materials, Joseph and Aseneth provides a possible proof that the origins of this concept
might be rooted in early Jewish accounts.
It is important for our study that in early Christian testimonies dealing with the bridal chamber’s imagery, one of
the members of the syzygia is often envisioned as a heavenly double of a human being. Thus, analyzing the
Valentinian notion of the syzygia or the mysterium conjunctionis between a human being and his angel, Quispel
suggested that this angel was “conceived as image and counterpart (iqonin) both in Judaism and primitive
Christianity.”62
The presence of the bridal chamber imagery in Joseph and Aseneth has been previously acknowledged by
several scholars.63 Ross Kramer also notices some connections between Aseneth’s transformation into a “male”
and the bridal chamber imagery found in the Acts of Thomas.64 She observes that
… in this same vein, we might also consider a narrative in the Acts of Thomas concerning a newly
married young royal couple. The night of their wedding, Jesus, in the form of his twin brother, the
apostle Judas Thomas, appears in their bridal chamber before they can consummate the marriage and
dissuades them from doing so, persuading them instead to adopt permanent chastity. The next
morning, the bride is found sitting uncovered. Her mother, seeing her this way, asks why she sits with
her husband, unashamed, as though long-married, an inquiry seconded by her father. The bride
responds: “That I do not veil myself is because the mirror of shame has been taken away from me: I am
no longer ashamed or abashed, since the work of shame and bashfulness has been removed from me.”65
Kraemer further argues that “here, as in Aseneth 15.1, where the angelic figure instructs Aseneth to remove her
head covering, sexuality and covering are clearly linked; the unveiled woman is ‘asexual.’”66 It is also noteworthy
that in both accounts, the female seer’s anthropological metamorphosis coincides with the apparition of the

Doppelgänger. This union between the heavenly and the earthly is laden therefore with profound changes in the
nature and social behavior of the initiated.
Although our analysis of the bridal chamber traditions has been mainly executed through the spectacles of later
heterodox Christian developments, it is significant that the authors or transmitters of the text themselves were
applying this technical terminology to the conceptual developments found in the text. Thus, some manuscripts
of the shorter version67 specifically mention that Aseneth’s heavenly counterpart, Metanoia, has prepared a
heavenly bridal chamber (νυμφῶνα οὐράνιον)68 for those who love her.69 It again demonstrates that in the
minds of the authors (or handlers) of the text, the details of Aseneth’s transformation and the acquisition of her
heavenly identity were closely associated with the imagery of the bridal chamber.

Heavenly Counterpart of Aseneth
Aseneth’s figure can be viewed as a conceptual center of heavenly counterpart traditions. As has been already
noticed, her attributes imitate both descriptions of the earthly Joseph and his heavenly double. Thus, her
heavenly identity is closely tied to the heavenly identity of Joseph with whom she forms the mysterium
conjunctionis. This complex web of conceptual developments in which the female seer is identified with the
upper correlative of Joseph becomes even more complicated through the imagery of Aseneth’s own heavenly
counterpart in the form of Metanoia (Μετάνοια). In Jos. Asen. 15.7–8 the heavenly Anthropos pronounces to
the seer:
And your name shall no longer be called Aseneth, but your name shall be City of Refuge, because in you
many nations will take refuge with the Lord God, the Most High, and under your wings many peoples
trusting in the Lord God will be sheltered, and behind your walls will be guarded those who attach
themselves to the Most High God in the name of Repentance. For Repentance is in the heavens, an
exceedingly beautiful and good daughter of the Most High. And she herself entreats the Most High God
for you at all times and for all who repent in the name of the Most High God, because he is (the) father
of Repentance. And she herself is guardian of all virgins, and loves you very much, and is beseeching the
Most High for you at all times and for all who repent she prepared a place of rest in the heavens. And
she will renew all who repent, and wait on them herself for ever (and) ever. And Repentance is
exceedingly beautiful, a virgin pure and laughing always, and she is gentle and meek. And, therefore, the
Most High Father loves her, and all the angels stand in awe of her. And I, too, love her exceedingly,
because she is also my sister. And because she loves you virgins, I love you, too.70
In respect to this conceptual development, Ross Kraemer observes that as the angel is the celestial double of
Joseph, so Aseneth also has a celestial alter ego named Metanoia. The uniqueness of this account in comparison
with its parallels is that here the first celestial double conveys to the seer a revelation about the second double.
It is also intriguing that the Anthropos and Metanoia are envisioned as siblings, since the Heavenly Man tells
Aseneth that Metanoia is his sister. Such relationships mirror a paradoxal bond between earthly Joseph and
Aseneth who are repeatedly identified in the text as brother and sister.71
Kraemer draws her attention to the differences in features and functions of Aseneth’s heavenly double in longer
and shorter versions.72 Thus, in her opinion, the longer version revises “the portrait of Metanoia to conform to
Wisdom73 traditions more closely.”74 The identification of Aseneth’s Doppelgänger with the mediatorial figure of
the hypostasized Sophia is not coincidental. As we will see later in our study, in early Jewish lore various
mediatorial figures often become envisioned as the divine mirrors, in whom human adepts are predestined to
encounter their own upper identities. Such a function of the hypostasized Sophia as a mirror of the deity is
already hinted in early descriptions of this important mediatorial figure. Thus, from Wis 7:25–26 one learns that
“she [Wisdom] is a reflection of eternal light, a spotless mirror (ἔσοπτρονἀκηλίδωτον) of the working of God,

and an image (εἰκών) of his goodness.” This striking passage can serve as a good illustration of the
Doppelgänger’s proclivities of this distinguished sapiential mediator, since Wisdom here is portrayed not only as
the mirror (ἔσοπτρον) of God, but also as His image (εἰκών)—the concept which, as we will see below, will
become so important in several heavenly counterpart accounts where the celestial image became synonymous
with the adept’s otherworldly Self.75 Kraemer further notes that the figure of Aseneth’s heavenly double in fact
is much more complex than the persona of Joseph’s heavenly identity, since ancient Jewish sources very rarely
envision an explicitly female angel in the heavenly cosmology.76
It is also intriguing that some functions of Aseneth’s celestial alter ego in the form of Metanoia appear
reminiscent of the roles of Metatron, another example of a heavenly counterpart, as we have seen. Thus,
Kraemer notes that both characters share certain attributes and features, namely, “both are intercessory
figures, mediating between the human and the divine.77 Both are described as exceedingly beautiful.”78 Kraemer
also draws attention to one of Metatron’s titles, “Beloved.”79 This title is closely connected with the title of the
seventh antediluvian hero, who already in Mesopotamian lore became designated as “the beloved of gods.”80 In
respect to these traditions Kramer suggests that “just as Metanoia is beloved by God in heaven (and in the
longer version, by the angel as well), so also Metatron is said in some texts to be much loved in heaven.”81
It is also noteworthy that in the case of Aseneth-Metanoia the functions of the heavenly and earthly identity
appear to be strictly delineated in such a way that might point to the simultaneous existence of Aseneth and her
heavenly double in their respective realms. Thus, Kraemer notes that “on earth, Aseneth will henceforth shelter
those who devote themselves to God through repentance [metanoia], while in heaven, Metanoia herself
continually petitions God on behalf of all those who repent.”82 Deutsch also reflects on these similar, but yet
delineated, functions of the seer’s celestial and earthly counterparts. She observes that Aseneth in her new
identity becomes a heavenly/earthly being. She will assume a role correspondent to that of the angel
Repentance or Metanoia, exercising a corresponding earthly role on behalf of all those who repent.83 Deutsch
also brings attention to Aseneth’s heavenly counterpart’s endowment with scribal duties, the office which is
often attested in various Doppelgänger accounts. She observes that Aseneth “is transformed in Lady Wisdom’s
image … The association with personified Wisdom indicates that her new role will also have a scribal element,
something that will be confirmed by her association with Levi as the narrative progresses.”84
As in the case of Joseph’s heavenly correlative, who emulates the features and attributes of the earthly Joseph,
Aseneth’s heavenly counterpart bears some traits of the earthly protagonist. In this respect Kraemer notes that
to the extent that Metanoia is Aseneth’s divine double, Metanoia’s traits are also those of Aseneth. She also
notes that these common attributes are expanded and given more explicit expression in the longer text.85

Unveiling Aseneth’s Face
After Aseneth’s interaction with the celestial visitor, an encounter laden with profound anthropological and
spiritual metamorphoses, the story unveils another striking account of transformation, this time involving
changes to Aseneth’s face:
And her foster-father saw her, and behold, her face had fallen from the affliction and the weeping and
the fasting of the seven days, and he was distressed and wept, and he took her right hand and kissed it
and said, “What have you, my child, because your face has fallen so (much)?” And Aseneth said to him,
“My head is stricken with heavy pain, and the sleep kept away from my eyes and therefore my face has
fallen.” And her foster-father went away and prepared the house and the dinner … And Aseneth
remembered the words of her foster-father, because he had said to her, “Your face has fallen.” And she
sighed and was much distressed and said, “Woe is me, the humble, because my face has fallen. Joseph
will see me and despise me.” And she said to her foster-sister, “Bring me pure water from the spring,
and I will wash my face.” And she brought her pure water from the spring and poured it into the basin.

And Aseneth leaned (over) to wash her face and saw her face in the water. And it was like the sun and
her eyes (were) like a rising morning star, and her cheeks like fields of the Most High and on her cheeks
(there was) red (color) like a son of man’s blood and her lips (were) like a rose of life coming out of its
foliage, and her teeth like fighting men lined up for a fight and the hair of her head (was) like a vine in
the paradise of God prospering in its fruits and her neck like an all-variegated cypress, and her breasts
(were) like the mountains of the Most High God. And when Aseneth saw herself in the water, she was
amazed at the sight and rejoiced with great joy, and did not wash her face, for she said, “Perhaps I (will)
wash off this great beauty.” And her foster-father came to say to her, “Everything is prepared as you
have commanded.” And when he saw her he was alarmed and stood speechless for a long (time) and
was filled with great fear and fell at her feet and said, “What is this, my mistress, and what is this great
and wonderful beauty? At last the Lord God of heaven has chosen you as a bride for his firstborn son,
Joseph?” (Jos. Asen. 18:3–11)86
This portentous motif of the seer’s transformation in the watery mirror deserves our close attention. The
important feature of the narrative is the tropheus’ statements, manifested at the beginning and at the end of
the account. These reactions attempt to draw attention to the pivotal theme of the passage, namely, the striking
metamorphosis of Aseneth’s face.87 We learn that in the beginning the tropheus is unimpressed with Aseneth’s
appearance and notices that Aseneth’s face “has fallen.” Yet, at the end of the narrative when he sees her again
after she gazed into the mirror of the “pure water,”88 he is speechless and filled with fear, and he falls at her
feet.89 Such a peculiar set of human reactions is reminiscent of the Jewish theophanic accounts in which human
visionaries encounter angelic and divine manifestations, including the anthropomorphic Kavod, often labelled in
these accounts as the “Face.” Moreover, as has been previously noted, the tropheus’s response mirrors
Aseneth’s own earlier reaction to her celestial visitor.90 It is clear that the vision of the “face” in the water
dramatically altered the maiden’s countenance.91 Reflecting on this dramatic change, Christoph Burchard
suggested that “she comes close to being an angelic creature.”92
Aseneth’s vision in the water calls to mind contextual parallels. Marc Philonenko and other scholars attempted
to link it to the magical culture of the text’s broader Greco-Roman environment, and to lecanomancy rituals in
particular. 93 While connections with Hellenistic magic were duly acknowledged in previous studies, possible
ties to some Jewish mystical accounts of theophanic encounters through water have often been forgotten in
these attempts to clarify the background of Aseneth’s metamorphosis.
Other scholars have drawn attention to the importance of the water rituals in Merkavah and Hekhalot
mysticism.94 In light of the aforementioned parallels between Joseph and Aseneth and the Merkavah tradition
these motifs deserve to be explored more closely. Martti Nissinen argues that “in the Hekhalot literature, water
not only appears as a ritual precondition for divine revelation, but also as the site where revelation takes place,
and, most notably, as a medium for inducing the altered state of consciousness.”95 Moreover, in the Hekhalot
accounts the vision of water or its “likeness” often serves as a test for a visionary when the adept enters the
sixth celestial palace.96
The possibility of theophanic vision in the water might be already present in the earliest formative account of
the Merkavah lore—the first chapter of the Book of Ezekiel. Thus, some Jewish mystical accounts attempt to
interpret Ezekiel’s revelation as a vision received in the mirror of waters, namely, the waters of the river Chebar.
In one such mystical interpretation, reflected in the text known to us as the Visions of Ezekiel the following
striking explanation can be found:
While Ezekiel was watching, God opened to him seven firmaments, and he saw the Power. They coined
a parable. To what may the matter be likened? To a man who went to a barber shop, got a haircut, and
was given a mirror to look into. While he was looking into the mirror, the king passed by. He saw the

king and his forces through the doorway. The barber turned and said to him, “Turn around and see the
king.” He said, “I have already seen the mirror.” So Ezekiel stood by the river Chebar and looked into the
water, and the seven firmaments were opened to him and he saw God’s glory, and the hayyot, angels,
troops, seraphim, and sparkling-winged ones joined to the merkavah. They passed by in the heavens
and Ezekiel saw them in the water. So it is written: At the river Chebar (Ezek 1:1).97
Reflecting on this passage, David Halperin observes that “looking into the river Chebar, Ezekiel sees the
primordial waters, and the Hayyot and other Merkavah beings in them (understood to mean, reflected in
them).”98 Some scholars argue that such a practice of seeing the Kavod in bodies of water possibly became a
mystical ritual, known to Jewish apocalypticists and mystics. Thus, Halperin argues that the passage from the
Visions of Ezekiel is “a reflection of the actual practice of early Jewish visionaries, who used natural bodies of
water as mirrors in which they could see supernatural beings appear in the sky. Water-divination of this sort,
using a vessel filled with water (often with oil added) as a mirror in which the medium can see divine images,
seems to have been common enough in the ancient world.”99 Such a ritual allowed a mystic to bridge realms
since “when the merkavah appears in the waters, the upper realms are merged into the lower.”100 It is also
noteworthy that Leviticus Rabbah 1:14101 and Zohar II.82b102 make a connection between the revelation on the
river Chebar and Moses’ vision of the Kavod reflected in a mirror. In view of these developments it is possible
that Aseneth’s transformation in the watery mirror might be informed by some Mosaic Kavod traditions that
needed to be explored more closely.

Heavenly Counterparts as “Embodied” Mirrors
I have previously proposed that in the course of the seer’s identification with his/her heavenly counterpart, the
adept becomes a “reflection” or a “mirror” of the divine Face.103 This process occurs in the front of the divine
Kavod, typically labelled as the divine Face (Panim), and with the help of the angelic servants of the Face. It
involves the adept’s becoming the Prince of the Face (Sar ha-Panim)104 or the entity engraved on the Face,105 or
even the Face itself. In some cases, the seer’s heavenly identity becomes “reflected” or “inscribed” on the divine
Face in the form of the “image,” thus suggesting that the divine Face/Kavod itself can be understood as a mirror.
Such an understanding of the deity’s glorious Visage might be already present in some early Jewish and Christian
materials, including the Pauline interpretation of the Mosaic imagery found in 2Corinthians 3.
The vision of the divine Face represents the pinnacle of the seer’s visionary experience in many apocalyptic
accounts where various adepts become identified with their otherworldly identities.106 This role of the divine
Face as the goal of visionary experience became prominent in early Jewish pseudepigraphical accounts as well as
later Jewish mystical lore. Thus, in various Hekhalot materials the imagery of the divine Face continues to play a
paramount role, being understood as the “center of the divine event” and the teleological objective for the
ascension of the yorde merkavah. This motif’s importance is illustrated in Hekhalot Rabbati, which considers the
Countenance of God “the goal of yored merkavah and simultaneously revokes this statement in a paradoxical
way by stressing at conclusion that one cannot ‘perceive’ this Face.”107 Analyzing this account, Peter Schäfer
observes that for the visionary in the Hekhalot tradition, the Countenance of God is an example “not only of
overwhelming beauty, and therefore of a destructive nature,108 but at the same time the center of the divine
event.”109 God’s Face thereby becomes the consummation of the heavenly journey since, according to Schäfer,
“everything God wishes to transmit to the yored merkavah … is concentrated in God’s Countenance.”110 Is it
possible, then, that the divine Face itself could be understood in these traditions as a medium of revelation, a
sort of a looking glass which reflect divine disclosures?

In this respect it is intriguing that some Jewish interpretations of Moses’ encounter with the divine Face on
Mount Sinai suggest that the prophet received his revelation on the great mountain through a mirror. Thus, the
tradition in Lev. Rab. 1:14:111
What difference is there between Moses and all other prophets? R. Judah b. Il’ai and the Rabbis [gave
different explanations]. R. Judah said: Through nine mirrors did the prophets behold [prophetic visions].
This is indicated by what is said, And the appearance of the vision which I saw, was like the vision that I
saw when I came to destroy the city; and the visions were like the vision that I saw by the River Chebar;
and I fell upon my face (Ezek 43:3); but Moses beheld [prophetic visions] through one mirror, as it is
said, With him do I speak … in a vision, and not in dark speeches (Num 12:8). The Rabbis said: All the
other prophets beheld [prophetic visions] through a blurred mirror, as it is said, And I have multiplied
visions; and by the ministry of the angels have I used similitudes (Hos 12:11). But Moses beheld
[prophetic visions] through a polished mirror, as it is said,The similitude of the Lord doth he behold. R.
Phinehas said in the name of R. Hosha’iah: This may be compared to a king who allowed himself to be
seen by his intimate friend [only] by means of his image. In this world the Shekhinah manifests itself only
to chosen individuals; in the Time to Come, however, The glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all the
flesh shall see it together; for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it (Isa 40:5).
This passage postulates that not only Moses’ vision of the divine Kavod (labeled in biblical Mosaic accounts as
the “Face” or Panim) has occurred in a mirror, but other paradigmatic Jewish seers, including Ezekiel, similarly
received their visions of the divine Kavod in a looking glass. It is critical that such speculations do not represent
later rabbinic inventions, but have ancient roots in Second Temple Jewish lore. Thus, already Philo demonstrates
the familiarity with such tradition in his Leg. 3.100–103:
There is a mind more perfect and more thoroughly cleansed, which has undergone initiation into the
great mysteries, a mind which gains its knowledge of the First Cause not from created things, as one
may learn the substance from the shadow, but lifting its eyes above and beyond creation obtains a clear
vision of the uncreated One, so as from Him to apprehend both Himself and His shadow. To apprehend
that was, we saw, to apprehend both the Word and this world. The mind of which I speak is Moses who
says, “Manifest Thyself to me, let me see Thee that I may knowThee” (Exod 33:13); for I would not
thatThou shouldst be manifested to me by means of heaven or earth or water or air or any created thing
at all, nor would I find the reflection of Thy being in aught else than in Thee Who art God,112 for the
reflections in created things are dissolved, but those in the Uncreated will continue abiding and sure and
eternal.113 This is why God hath expressly called Moses and why He spake to Him. Bezalel also He hath
expressly called, but not in like manner. One receives the clear vision of God directly from the First
Cause Himself. The other discerns the Artificer, as it were from a shadow, from created things by virtue
of a process of reasoning. Hence you will find the Tabernacle and all its furniture made in the first
instance by Moses but afterwards by Bezalel, for Moses is the artificer of the archetypes, and Bezalel of
the copies of these. For Moses has God for Instructor, as He says “thou shalt make all things according
to the pattern that was shown to thee in the mount” (Exod 25:40), but Bezalel is instructed by Moses.
And all this is just as we should expect. For on the occasion likewise of the rebellion of Aaron, Speech,
and Miriam, Perception, they are expressly told “If a prophet be raised up unto the Lord, God shall be
known unto him in a vision” and in a shadow, not manifestly; but with Moses, the man who is “faithful
in all His house, He will speak mouth to mouth in manifest form and not through dark speeches” (Num
12:6–8).
These traditions in which the son of Amram is depicted receiving his revelations in a mirror are intriguing, since
they provide an additional support to the idea that the divine Panim (or the divine Kavod), might be envisioned
in some early Jewish accounts as the celestial looking glass.

The concept of the divine Face as the mirror of revelation might also be present in some early Christian
materials. Thus, in 2Cor 3:18 the Apostle Paul assures his readers that “all of us, with unveiled faces, seeing the
glory of the Lord as though reflected in a mirror, are being transformed into the same image from one degree of
glory to another …” This text has generated enormous attention from the scholarly community. Some scholars
have suggested that the Pauline passage draws on the aforementioned Mosaic motifs in which the great
prophet saw revelations on Mount Sinai through the divine mirror.114 If this is correct, it would appear that the
Pauline speculation affirms even more forcefully the transformational tendencies of the aforementioned Mosaic
“mirror” imagery, by implying that the seer not only receives a revelation in the mirror of the divine Face,
rendered in the Pauline passage with the standard formulae of Kavod, but himself becomes the image of the
Kavod. Such conceptual developments have led some scholars to argue that Paul’s vision of the Kavod in the
mirror should be read in the framework of the heavenly counterpart traditions. Thus, Alan Segal previously
proposed that in 2Cor 3:18, “Paul gives us a totally different and at once conceivable notion of a bodily
transformation” which comes “with its own experience of the self—not a soul but an angelic alter ego.”115 Segal
compares this Pauline understanding of the “angelic alter ego” with the Doppelgänger complex of the Book of
the Similitudes, arguing that “as long as the date of 1Enoch 70–71 cannot be fixed exactly … Paul himself remains
the earliest author explicitly expressing this kind of angelic transformation in Judaism.”116
DeConick also discerns the presence of the heavenly counterpart imagery in 2Cor 3:18, arguing that “Paul speaks
here of the face-to-face encounter with one’s self by implementing the middle form of the verb κατοπτρίζω
which means ‘to produce one’s own image in a mirror’ or ‘to behold oneself in a mirror.’”117 In her opinion, such
a “rendering suggests that the vision is a vision of one’s divine Self. When one sees oneself in a mirror, one is
viewing the Lord’s Glory. This vision creates change, transforming the person, degree by degree, into the divine
Glory which is seen in the mirror. It is obvious that this text belongs to one of the oldest strata of vision
mysticism of early Christianity.”118
DeConick underlines the transformational tendencies of the Pauline passage, which in her opinion belong to the
so-called “vision mysticism.” She concludes that “a vision of the Kavod, the Image of God, literally resulted in the
‘restamping’ of God’s image on the soul, restoring it to the original Form and Glory.”119
Importantly, the “mirror” in 2Cor 3:18 is represented by a divine mediator who is also envisioned as the
exemplar of the religious tradition, in this case Jesus Christ. Referring to this passage, Jan Lambrecht observes
that “Paul wants to suggest that Christ is the ‘mirror’ of God. In that mirror we see the glory of the Lord; in Christ
we see God reflected in all his glory! According to this explanation Christ is both mirror and image. He is mirror
and also a mirrored reflection, an image of God.”120 Lambrecht’s nuanced observation is helpful for our
investigation. The understanding of a mediatorial “mirror” that occupies an intermediate position in the course
of the human adept’s transformation and unification with his or her heavenly identity represents a familiar
motif.121 It recall the notions of celestial “mirrors” found in various Jewish apocalyptic and mystical accounts
where some mediatorial figures are depicted as the mirrors of the divine Face,122 at the same time serving as the
reflections of the celestial identities of human seers. This understanding of the mediator as an intermediate
mirror, which is instrumental for the seer’s transformation, might be found already in Philo. Thus, David Litwa
argues that in Philo “the Logos123 serves as a layer of mediation—the metaphorical mirror—between Moses and
the primal God …”124 Often such divine mediators are themselves understood as vice-regents or embodiments of
the deity. Litwa suggests that “for Philo, the mirror through which Moses sees God is God himself in the person
of the Logos.”125
The image of the mediatorial mirror resurfaces in later Jewish mystical testimonies, including Sefer Hekhalot,
where another mediator, this time Metatron, is posited as the divine mirror in which Moses sees his revelations.
In 3Enoch, as in the Bible, the son of Amram discovers that his luminous face is a mere reflection of the glorious
Visage of the deity. Yet, in comparison with the biblical accounts there is one decisive difference: this divine Face

is now represented by his long-lasting contender, Enoch-Metatron.126 One can discern in this text a possible
reference to the paradoxical hierarchy of the “mediatorial mirrors” in which the seers, who have became the
reflections of the divine Face, now serve as the embodied mirrors for subsequent human adepts.
Early Jewish and Christian traditions illustrate this enigmatic succession of the “mirrors” when they depict
Enoch, Jacob, Moses, or Jesus Christ127 becoming the personified reflections or the “mirrors”128 of the divine
Face at the time when their own glorious “presences” are able to transform the next generations of human
adepts. An example of this tradition is the scene of Enoch’s metamorphosis in 2Enoch, whose transformed face
the elders of the earth later approach in order to be redeemed and glorified.129 Moses’ face is also predestined
to serve as the embodied mirror of God’s Countenance.130 Scholars previously noted the peculiar parallelism
between the deity’s Face and the face of the prophet. Thus, Brian Britt observes that “the frightening and
miraculous transformation of Moses’ face, and its subsequent concealment by a veil, constitute a kind of
theophany. Just as the face of God is usually off-limits to Moses (with the exception of Exod 33:11 and Deut
34:10), so the face of Moses is sometimes off-limits to the people …While these parallels may not bear directly
on Moses’ transformed face, they offer suggestive evidence that theophany and divine enlightenment can
appear on the human face.”131

Divine Image
The discussion of the section above sheds light on some of the details of Aseneth’s vision in water. One
intriguing feature of Jos. Asen. 18 is that the seer’s visage is depicted first as “fallen”132 and then as
“luminous.”133 Such a transition might entail an anthropological significance. It recalls two conditions of the
Protoplast, namely, the radiant one before the transgression in the Garden of Eden and the dimmed one
afterwards. Here Aseneth appears to undergo a reverse metamorphosis, which restores the human condition to
the prelapsarian state by regaining the full manifestation of the divine image. Since we have already learned
that in some early Jewish accounts, the panim and the tselem imagery is often closely interrelated and even
interchangeable, it is possible that in Joseph and Aseneth the portrayal of Aseneth’s “face” is connected with the
concept of the divine image.134 If so, the praxis of the eschatological restoration of the divine image through
gazing into water evokes a memory of not only aforementioned Pauline and Mosaic currents, but also Jewish
and Christian protological accounts, where the mediators of the divine image are portrayed as gazing into the
water. Thus in Corpus Hermeticum 1.14, the primordial Anthropos, understood in this text as the embodiment of
the divine image135 (τὴν τοῦ πατρὸς εἰκόνα ἔχων),136 is portrayed as staring into the water, giving existence to
its lower material counterpart:
Having all authority over the cosmos of mortals and unreasoning animals, the man broke through the
vault and stooped to look through the cosmic framework, thus displaying to lower nature the fair form
of god. Nature smiled for love when she saw him whose fairness brings no surfeit (and) who holds in
himself all the energy of the governors and the form of god, for in the water she saw the shape of the
man’s fairest form and upon the earth its shadow. When the man saw in the water the form like himself
as it was in nature, he loved it and wished to inhabit it; wish and action came in the same moment, and
he inhabited the unreasoning form. Nature took hold of her beloved, hugged him all about and
embraced him, for they were lovers.137
It is intriguing that the next verse of the Corpus (1.15) appears to postulate the existence of the human being’s
Doppelgänger based on this pivotal primordial act of looking into the water: “Because of this, unlike any other
living thing on earth, mankind is twofold—in the body mortal but immortal in the essential man.”138 This
tradition, in which the divine image is reflected in the water, appears to be widespread in early Christian
literature. Analyzing this motif in the heterodox Christian materials, Gedaliahu Stroumsa notes that

… as in the Poimandres, also in some of the other texts the image of God is said to appear in the water.
Thus, in the Apocryphon of John, the Son of Man reveals upon the water the appearance in human
(ἀνδρέος) form (τύπος) of Anthropos, the invisible Father of the All. In the Hypostasis of the Archons,
the image of Incorruptibility revealed upon the water is explicitly called the image of God. In the Origin
of the World, it is Pistis who reveals the likeness of her greatness upon the water.139
These traditions in which the divine image is described as reflected in the water might constitute the conceptual
background of eschatological restoration of Aseneth’s panim, which in the Doppelgänger lore is often associated
with the divine image.
Concluding our study, we must acknowledge that the seer’s vision in the watery mirror serves as a climax of the
heavenly counterpart ideology, the conceptual trend so essential for the theological universe of Joseph and
Aseneth. In this perspective all major protagonists of the story—the Anthropos, Joseph, and Aseneth—appear to
be envisioned as “mirrors” of each other as they are portrayed again and again with similar theophanic
attributes and features which provoke similar reactions from their beholders. Such imagery of embodied
“mirrors” plays a paramount role in the conceptual framework of the text where all major characters are
predestined to emulate, in their own paradoxal way, the mirror of the divine Kavod.
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